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Tateten
3190 ㆐ IDEOGRAPHIC ANNOTATION LINKING MARK

= tateten

Kaeriten
3191 ㆑ IDEOGRAPHIC ANNOTATION REVERSE MARK

= kaeriten re
3192 ㆒ IDEOGRAPHIC ANNOTATION ONE MARK

≈ <super> 4E00 一 
3193 ㆓ IDEOGRAPHIC ANNOTATION TWO MARK

≈ <super> 4E8C 二 
3194 ㆔ IDEOGRAPHIC ANNOTATION THREE MARK

≈ <super> 4E09 三 
3195 ㆕ IDEOGRAPHIC ANNOTATION FOUR MARK

≈ <super> 56DB 四 
3196 ㆖ IDEOGRAPHIC ANNOTATION TOP MARK

≈ <super> 4E0A 上 
3197 ㆗ IDEOGRAPHIC ANNOTATION MIDDLE MARK

≈ <super> 4E2D 中 
3198 ㆘ IDEOGRAPHIC ANNOTATION BOTTOM MARK

≈ <super> 4E0B 下 
3199 ㆙ IDEOGRAPHIC ANNOTATION FIRST MARK

≈ <super> 7532 甲 
319A ㆚ IDEOGRAPHIC ANNOTATION SECOND MARK

≈ <super> 4E59 乙 
319B ㆛ IDEOGRAPHIC ANNOTATION THIRD MARK

≈ <super> 4E19 丙 
319C ㆜ IDEOGRAPHIC ANNOTATION FOURTH MARK

≈ <super> 4E01 丁 
319D ㆝ IDEOGRAPHIC ANNOTATION HEAVEN MARK

≈ <super> 5929 天 
319E ㆞ IDEOGRAPHIC ANNOTATION EARTH MARK

≈ <super> 5730 地 
319F ㆟ IDEOGRAPHIC ANNOTATION MAN MARK

≈ <super> 4EBA 人 
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